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Motivation

Many manufacturing tasks involve flexible objects. An example is the use of a

robot for gluing electrical components with a flexible nozzle, see Fig. 1. The pose

of the p of the nozzle cannot be measured directly and thus has to be es mated.
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Figure 1. Le : A gluing applica on. Right: A diagram of the interac on.

In-contact tasks are o en controlled by force-based controllers controlling force

in the normal direc on. We envision Fig. 2 where the controller is adapted to the

es mated surface normal and contact point.
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Figure 2. Diagram of the proposed parallel force/posi on controller architecture.

Methodology

Euler-Bernoulli beam model, [1], and state es ma on using Unknown Input

Observer (UIO)

Contact point es ma on

Surface normal es ma on using integral adap ve law
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To ease es ma on and control, the beam dynamics are approximated by a finite

element model with the structure:

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + Kq = Q. (1)

The beam state is es mated with the UIO bymeasuring the end-effector wrench.

Contact Point Es ma on

The velocity of the contact point can be wri en in terms of generalized coordi-

nates as

ṗc = ṗe + S(ω)Re
er(q) + Re

eṙ(q, q̇), (2)

where

er =

L − u(L, t)
0

w(L, t)

 . (3)

Surface Normal Es ma on

When the nozzle slides along a surface, the following two condi ons holds

nc
ᵀṗc = 0, and nc

ᵀη = 0, (4)

where

η = fc × ṗc, and fc = α(t)nc + β(t)ṗc, (5)

where α(t) and β(t) are nonzero.

The condi ons in (4) are used to es mate the surface normal, nc. A least squares

algorithm [2, Theorem 4.3.3] is used to es mate nc.

Experimental Validation

The methods are verified on a Universal Robots UR5e 6-DOF manipulator with

an ATI Axia80 NetFT force torque sensor mounted at the tool flange. The two

es mators are verified on a 3D printed L-shaped membrane. The flexible tool is

mounted on the end-effector.

Figure 3. The flexible gluing p mounted on the robot end-effector.

Experiment 1: Contact point es ma on. The p moves in a straight line across

the surface using a parallel posi on/force controller. Result in Fig. 4.

Experiment 2: Surface normal es ma on. The p is moved in free-drive across

the surface keeping contact during the en re experiment. Result in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Measured force and torque and

es mated deflec on of tool.
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Figure 5. The es mated and the actual normal

vectors.
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